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I had intended to make this issue a 'Middle East Conflicts' special with a mix of articles from WWII, plus
several articles from this years Operation Falconer, the ADF's operations in Iraq 2003. Unfortunately 3
weeks before we were to go to print, Ken Bowes emailed me to say that the OPSEC people at the RAAF
had denied him permission to publish the material that he was preparing for us on the Hornets, Hercules
and ASLAVs in Iraq.
As Ken is a serving RAAF Officer he cannot publish anything without getting permission first. This is despite the fact that everything in his article is already in the public domain, mainly released by Defence themselves thru their website. Unfortunately this all happened at the time that there was a Security 'flap' over the
break-in and theft of the two servers at Sydney Airport. Hopefully when the panic all blows over we can publish the material at some time in the future.
To fill in the gap created by this, I have brought forward some material that Dick Hourigan had sent me on
the Avro Cadet II in RAAF service and the 3 oddities operated by 77 Sqn in Japan (one each Auster, C-47
and Wirraway). Thanks to Dick for this material which has enabled us to put together the most comprehensive thing that has ever been published on the Avro 643 Cadet II in RAAF service.
We have other major articles this issue on the Lysanders and Hurricanes of 3 Sqn RAAF (a subject for
which only a few photos have appeared in print before). There is a look at the F/A-18 Hornet Upgrade
(HUG) Program by Ryan Hamilton. We have a couple of RAAF oddities articles on CR-42s and the oddities
used by 77 Sqn RAAF in Japan and Korea. Finally I would like to thank long time IPMS (NSW) stalwart
Mick Mirkovic for his feature on the Photographic Library of AHMWA plus an article on the A-36 Apache.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic & Ryan Hamilton plus all the WWII vets named in my 3
Sqn articles. Obviously I also am grateful to the following people who have assisted with other material Dave Edwards, Eamon Hamilton, Andrew Spencer, Gary Wickham and Garry Byk for the review materials.
Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced
without written permission.
Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should
click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
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Today’s modern fighter aircraft can take 10 years to develop before it
enter’s service, and the associated cost of such a development usually means that it will be in service for 25-30 years. With such a long
lead-in time and active service period, most fighters will endure a
major upgrade or two before the type is retired. This ensures that the
aircraft keep’s pace with modern electronics, weapons systems and
other technological advances. The Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF) decided in the late 1990s to upgrade its F/A-18 A/B fleet, ensuring that they remain an effective weapon platform until they are
retired in 2015. Project AIR 5376 was established to become the
Hornet Upgrade (HUG) Program, and Boeing Military Aircraft and
Missile systems in St Louis (USA) awarded the prime contractor, and
Boeing Australia Limited the sub-contractor (Boeing had brought
McDonnell Douglas since the Hornet were purchased). The modifications for this project were to be carried out at RAAF Base Williamtown, involving the 55 single seat and 16 B-dual seat RAAF Hornets
in service.

By Ryan Hamilton

The HUG project is split up into two main phases:
Phase One

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

New ARC-210 UHF/VHF radios including state of the art encryption software. This is one to two external modifications that
are noticeable on the exterior of the aircraft in the form of two
shark tooth aerials in the upper spine and lower fuselage (next
to the nose wheel well);
Combined Interrogator (CIT) replacing the IFF system, and the
second of the two exterior modification. Externally, this is the
five IFF aerials located forward of the front canopy;
Embedded GPS in the Inertial Navigation System (EGI);

Photo of 75 Sqn Hornet A21-39 which has just completed
the HUG up-grade. Note the fresh paint across the nose and
the new IFF aerials. Photo RAAF
ment of the RAAF Hornets to Diego Garcia and the Persian Gulf, the
likelihood of a full stage two upgrade are highly likely. This upgrade
is likely to include the following modifications -

•
•

Upgraded XN-8+ mission computers;
The addition of a sixth multiplex bus (MUXBUS) to support the
avionics upgrade;
An interim EW software upgrade;

•

And the incorporation of wiring provisions for the Air Combat
Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACM) system.

All Hornets were modified by early 2002 and bring the RAAF Hornet
fleet to a standard similar to the U.S. Navy/Marine F/A/18C/D version.

•

Electronic Warfare (EW) Suite (Radar Warning Receiver, RF
Jammer, Counter Measures Dispenser).
Data Transfer System – This system will enable the Hornets to
operate “passively” by utilizing information from an AEWC or
other fighter aircraft through a data-link system madding the
Hornet harder to locate.
Colour Cockpit Horizontal Situation Indicator and Moving Map
Systems – With the recent Operational Falconer, the ‘Rules of
Engagement’ meant that the RAAF Hornets were forced to use
guided munitions only, limiting any collateral damage. By upgrading these systems it would further reduce this risk.
Helmet Mounted Cueing System – This will complement the recent selection of the AMRAAM and ASRAAM missiles.

Phase Two
Phase two prime contractor is again Boeing/ Boeing Australia. This
phase is split into two separate stages the first of which was started
in early 2002 as Phase One was completed
Stage One
This phase involves the replacement of the original Hughes APG-65
radar with a new AN/APG-73 radar from Raytheon. The AN/APG-73
radar has an improved sensitivity and range over its earlier model.
All RAAF Hornets should have been updated by the middle of 2003.
This radar will enable the Hornet to carry the AMRAAM and ASRAAM missiles, along with improved targeting abilities in adverse
conditions.
Stage Two
The final specifications for stage two are yet to be finalised, but with
the proposed early retirement of the F-111, and the recent deploy-

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

A21-57, 3 Sqn, the last to complete the HUG Phase Two,
Stage One. Note the Low-Vis markings, the light Grey on the
roundels is lighter than the fuselage Grey. Photo RAAF
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Above: A21-26, 2 OCU Hornet painted with 60th Anniversary Markings in 2002. The IFF aerials on the nose and shark tooth
aerials on the fuselage indicate that this Hornet has completed the Stage Two, Phase One HUG. Below: 75 Squadron Hornet
(pre-HUG) in the humid Top End. (Both photo’s RAAF).
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F/A-18 Hornet Upgrade - Other Associated Programs
Re-Installation of the Catapult ArmAn evaluation study into the fatigue life of the Hornet in the mid 1990
revealed a higher then normal ‘wear and tear’ on the nose wheel assembly, which resulted from nose wheel vibrations when taxing. Studies into this vibration discovered that by Australia’s choice to removing
the carrier catapult arm from the RAAF Hornets had ‘unbalance’ the
weight distribution on the nose wheel, which resulted in the vibration. A
decision was then made to re-fit the carrier catapult arm to the nose
wheel to eliminate the vibration, and RAAF Hornets started to receive
them in 1999. This process involved the removal of the lower (larger)
landing light, which obstructs the catapult arm when it was raised as
the undercarriage is retracted, then the mechanism for raising the
catapult arm was added, along with the catapult arm itself. The catapult arm is the same length and weight as the standard arm, put lacks
the knuckle on the tip, used for the catapult (compensated by the
knuck sitting inside the cockpit!). Interestingly, this upgrade was performed independently of the HUG, hence photo’s of RAAF Hornets
between 1999 and 2002 reveal some Hornet have received the catapult arm, but not the HUG, and others vice versa.
Air 5400 Air to Air Missiles.
To complement HUG upgrade, the RAAF has acquired two new Air to
Air missiles for the fleet of Hornets under AIR 5400 project. The aim of
this program is to provide an air to air weapons capability to see out
the Hornets life span in 2015. The air to air missiles were chosen for
their “Within Visual Range” (WVR) and “Beyond Visual Range” (BVR)
abilities. To meet requirement of BVR, the RAAF selected the AIM-120
AMRAAM missile manufactured by Raytheon. The ASRAAM missile
manufactured by Matra British Aerospace Dynamics was selected to
A21-24 With the new square catapult arm (note the lack of the
fulfil the requirement for the BVR.

knuckle), missing second landing light and IFF aerials. Photo

These new missiles were quickly introduced operationally when they RAAF
were deployed under Operation Bastille, Falconer (Iraq/Gulf) and Slipper (Diego Garcia/Afghanistan) conflicts. Although these deployments
where a great success, there were no opportunities for the Hornets to
use these weapons. The AIM-120 AMRAAM is carried on existing
Sparrow weapon stations, while the ASRAAM are carried on Sidewinders stations. The development of a Helmet Mounted Site through
Stage Two, Phase Two of the HUG will see these weapons used to
their full potential.

Above & Lower Right: A21-4 carries four (two in the photo)
AIM-120 AMRAAM missile in the inner pylon, and six ASRAAMs are carried on the outer pylon and wing tips. The blue
bands indicate that the missiles are 'INERT' (no warhead)
which enables the pilot to train with the aircraft at operational
weight, without the hazards associated with carrying live munitions. (Photos by Eamon Hamilton)
Upper Right: ASRAAM missile on display for Air Force Week,
Darling Harbour. The ASRAAM is slightly shorter then the Sidewinder (behind onlookers) but considerably wider in diameter
(Photo Ryan Hamilton).
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F/A-18 Hornet Upgrade (HUG) Program - Modelling notes.

A 77 Sqn RAAF Hornet over Diego Garcia during Operation Slipper, note the two AIM-120 AMRAAM on the outer weapon
pylon (Photo Defence PR).
Modelling the RAAF Hornet
The following comments are directed towards modifying the larger
scale Hornets (1/48 & 1/32) into a RAAF HUG Hornet. These comments are appropriate for any scale, although detail may differ from
scale to scale, and from manufacture to manufacture. Most later edition F/A-18A/B Hornet can be made straight from the box into a
RAAF Hornet. Early edition Hornets such as the original Monogram
edition have the early “A” tail which lacks the stiffening bolts on the
base of the tail and the later “A” model ECM configuration. Releases
of the F/A-18A &amp; B by Hasagawa in 1/72 & 1/48 can be more or
less straight from the box, with the addition of the IFF and UHF/VHF
aerials. Some modellers may wish to replace the catapult arm with
one that appears to be squarer to match reference photos.
Typically, the F/A-18C tends to be more accessible model and is the
only real offering in 1/32, by Academy. For those who wish to use the
F/A-18C to make a RAAF Hornet, the following modifications will
need to be completed.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

6
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(Photo: Defence PR)
Removal of the third ECM fairing on both the tail-fin trailing
edge.
Removal of the two ECM fairings behind the cockpit.
Removal of the ECM fairing on the starboard nose wheel undercarriage door.
Removal of the two ECM fairings above the nose anti-collision
lights.
Removal of the two ECM fairings below the forward LEX.
Adding the five IFF aerials forward on the front canopy. Each of
the five IFF aerials are in the shape of an inverted “T” with a tapered edge. Each aerial is slightly recess as they fan out across
the nose and are on different angles. Refer to reference
photo’s. The new Academy 1/32 F/A-18C is the only kit to-date
which includes these aerials. For those modellers who are using
the ‘A’ model, these will need to be added too.
Addition of the shark tooth aerial on the Hornet mid-spine (‘A’
model also).
Addition of the shark tooth aerial on lower starboard side next to
the nose undercarriage (‘A’ model also).

miniature Vol 17/3

(Photo: Defence PR)

Right 2 photos: Comparison of RAAF and USN tails, showing the extra ECM fairing carried by the USN aircraft that has to be
removed for a RAAF machine. Photos Andrew Spencer (A21-55) and Ryan Hamilton.
Markings and Decals
As all RAAF Hornets have completed the HUG update, any current
markings for RAAF Hornets will be appropriate for most aircraft.
Since returning from Operation Falconer, at least one Hornet is
known to have nose art, and others have mission markings. Two aircraft from 3 Squadron have been painted in Anniversary scheme’s
(Centenary of Federation), one from 75 Squadron (60th Anniversary), and one from 2 Operational Conversion Unit. Hawkeye Models
Australia are the only decal producer to date to have all of the 3, 75,
77 Squadron ‘low vis’, and Anniversary markings on catalogue, that
apply to the HUG Hornets.

New IFF Aerials- Note the slightly different angles. (Photo:
Defence PR)

A21-38 being prepared for flight.
(Photo. Defence
PR)
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F/A-18 Hornet - In Detail

An F/A-18’s 20 mm rotary cannon (Photo. Ryan Hamilton)

SJU9/A Ejector Seat. (Photo. Ryan Hamilton)
In-flight refuelling probe extended. (Photo Ryan Hamilton)
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Photo’s of A21-23, painted in a special scheme to celebrate the 60th Anniversary of 75 Squadron in 2002. Note that this Hornet
has completed the HUG and has also had the catapult arm attached. (Photo’s 75 Squadron PR, RAAF)
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7KH:HVWODQG/\VDQGHULQ6TQ5$$)6HUYLFH
By Steve Mackenzie

A group of 3 Sqn personnel in front of Lysander P9192. Note how light the under surface colours look (see colour discussion
later). Photo J.Hamilton

Background
3 Sqn RAAF was a 'Army Co-Operation' Sqn when it went overseas
in 1940, thus there were 3 flights of 6 aircraft each (2 of Lysanders
and 1 Gauntlet flight initially). Gladiators gradually replaced the other
types (first the Gauntlets then Lysanders) although from memory 'C'
flight at Gerawla (home base) still had Lysanders when the Hurricanes came along in Feb 1941. Also at least two airframes P9185 &
P9190 were kept as unit hacks after the Hurricanes were received.
Although there should be 12 aircraft (2 flights) plus possible replacements, not all of the serials are known because the ORB does not
list them, as the Lysanders never flew operational missions in the
front line (training and exercises only). Known serials are - L4684,
L4713, L4727, P3844, P9185, P9190, P9192, P9195, P9197 &
R2612. These are mainly from the log books of Blake Pelly and Alan
Rawlinson who flew this type.
The aircraft used by the unit were invariably fitted with the stub
wings which are such a familiar part of the Lysander design. These
were used to carry small bomb loads (seen in a couple of the photos
here) and also stores containers. Message pick up hooks could also
be carried under the fuselage (however most of the photos here don't
show these in use). A couple of the photos also show small bomb
racks under the rear fuselage.
The aircraft were a mixture of Mk.I and Mk.II airframes (thus some
have the bulges on the cowl over the cylinder heads and some not).
All machines were fitted with locally manufactured sand filters on the
air intakes under the nose.
Colours

command however for some reason considered that Sky was not
suitable as an under surface colour for M.E service and many aircraft
were locally repainted with Sky Blue lower surfaces. This very light
blue colour had been in RAF use pre war (and was brought into Australian use as RAAF Sky Blue) and faded to a colour that was more
an off white under harsh tropical conditions. All known 3 Sqn Lysanders used this colour.
Serials were in Black on the rear fuselage (per standard practice).
No code letters are known to have been carried during the period
that 3 Sqn was mainly equipped with Lysanders, however see the
hack/ comm machine that was retained during the Hurricane period
(next page). The main difference between individual airframes is the
style, size and position of the fin flashes and roundels.
At least one aircraft L4684 had very small wing roundels at the extremities of the wing tips, plus a small fuselage roundel below the
cockpit and had the entire fin, apart from the rudder painted Red/
White/ Blue (see photos and drawings next page). All the other examples have larger wing (positioned further in) and fuselage roundels plus fin stripes running diagonally up the forward fin (see photos). Note the photo (next page) however of the machine in 'the blue'
where I cannot see any under wing roundels at all.
All of these machines show a lot of weathering, fading and staining
of the paintwork due to the conditions that they operated under. I
have applied some generic fading and staining to the profiles. It
should be noted however that it is not possible to recreate the condition of the paintwork EXACTLY without spending an exorbitant
amount of time. That is what the photos are there for, study the subject carefully before making a model of any of these machines.

Acknowledgments: Thanks to Alan Rawlinson, John Kerr, Jack
Hamilton
Fred page.
Inge who
supplied
most
of the photos used in these
The upper
surface
colours
all Ken
known
examplesCutella,
was the Early
standard
Photo
of CV-K
FS433,
ofon
P/O
Richards,
1944 as
drawn&over
Photo
RAAF
Official
pages. One other photo is from the 3 Sqn Archives at Williamtown.
Dark Green/ Dark Earth used by this type at the time. Middle East
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Above: Lysander (serial probably L4684) at Helwan in 1940.
Photo J.Kerr.
Right: Lysander (unk serial) receiving attention from the fuel
truck. Has bomb racks under rear fuselage. Photo J.Kerr
Right Lower: And an example (unk serial) out in the desert
waste - probably on exercise. Photo 3 Sqn Archives

Drawings
Now for a look at the schemes for a number of individual airframes.

These two photographs (bottom of page) of P9195 were taken it is
believed at Helwan by Alan Rawlinson. He flew this machine on several occasions. The film type has led to the outer Yellow portion of the
roundel almost disappearing (believe me it is there) and the two upper
surface colours virtually merging into one.

Lysander Mk.II, P9195, Helwan, 1940.
Temperate camouflage of Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Spinner
drawn Dark Green (could be either camo colour) with serials in Black.

Photo of CV-K FS433, of P/O Ken Richards, Cutella,
Both
Early
Photos
1944A.Rawlinson
as drawn over page. Photo RAAF Official
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This is probably the best photographed of the 3 Sqn examples that I have. The unusual aspect is the style of national insignia - roundels much
smaller than on the others but with over sized fin stripes (actually they are so large that the word stripes is hardly applicable anymore) which take
up all the fin apart from the rudder. Note that John's photos were taken on film similar to ortho which causes the outer Yellow ring in the roundel
to appear dark in colour and the upper surface colours (Dark Green & Dark Earth) to show greater contrast than usual. Also interesting in the first
photo at top of page is the short haired Fred Inge who although a Fitter here, later trained as a pilot and featured in issue 15/2 in an article where
I drew all three of the Mk.VIII Spitfires that he flew with 457 Sqn

Photos - Fred Inge (Left) & John Kerr (remaining 5)

Lysander Mk.I, L4684, Helwan, 1940.
Temperate camouflage of Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower
surfaces. Spinner drawn Dark Green (could be either camo colour) with serials in Black.

12
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This aircraft is camouflaged virtually identically to P9195 above (right down to the wavy demarcation to the under surface camo which is a sure
sign of a local repaint - to Sky Blue). The photo by Jack Hamilton on page 1 gives a good view of the additional bomb racks carried under the rear
fuselage (not on my drawing).

Lysander Mk.II, P9192, Gerawla, 1940.
Temperate camouflage of Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky
Blue lower surfaces. Spinner drawn Black (looks very dark in the heading photo
on page 1) with serials in Black.

The first photograph of P9197 was taken at Ismailia in Sep 1940 when it was newly delivered (this was reputedly the first airframe delivered to 3
Sqn). The other photo shows P9197 carrying the 'OS' unit codes which are known to have been used on the Hurricanes used after Feb 1941.
Some historians have tried to dismiss the 'OS' codes as having belonged to some unit other than 3 Sqn RAAF. This is obviously incorrect as the
two known Hurricanes came from different units (see the Hurricane article elsewhere in this issue) and P9197 had always been with 3 Sqn from
Sep 1940.

Lysander Mk.II, P9197, Benina, Feb 1941.
Temperate camouflage of Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky
Blue lower surfaces. Spinner drawn Red as it looks good (could be any dark colour) with serials in Black. Code letters are in a light Grey colour.

Both Photos J.Hamilton
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A few SAS LRPV photos taken in very different operational environments. The first two photos reportedly show vehicles patrolling the
Kyzighastan/ Afghanistan border during the winter of 2001/2 to block
attempts by extremist elements to cross the border (looks a bit too
cold for me !!). The remaining photo is a well known one taken in the
Australian outback somewhere.

5$$)2GGLWLHV&DSWXUHG&5V

By Steve Mackenzie
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As the next entry in my series on RAAF Oddities, I have scanned the
photos of the two captured CR-42s used by 3 & 450 Squadrons RAAF.
First up in five photos (inc previous page) is the example used by 3
Sqn. This was captured at Benina in Jan 1941. There are 2 versions of
the story as to how they acquired it. One version says it was found
abandoned by the Italians at Benina Airdrome. The other version of the
story says that an Italian pilot landed 3/4 of a mile from the drome and
taxied the aircraft in, in order to surrender.
As you can see it was a 70 Squadrilia machine with fairly standard
markings for the type including White I.D markings in various places at
the time of capture. Later it was painted in RAF markings per the last 3
photos complete with spurious RAAF style serial (i.e Cr-42 no.1). The
machine was left behind when the Sqn had to retreat from Benina on
the 8th of Apr 41.

The other machine (see 2 lower photos) was acquired by 450 Sqn
during the push after El Alemain (at Castel Benito) in Jan 1943. The
fuselage band is Yellow (common as an I.D marking on captured
aircraft by this stage) with the Spinner in D.A.F Red.
Either of these two would make an interesting and different scheme
for a CR-42 model.

Photos: Jack Hamilton (2), A.Rawlinson, Cec Cartwright &
LaurieWhite & 3 Sqn archives
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7KH+DZNHU+XUULFDQHLQ6TQ5$$)6HUYLFH
By Steve Mackenzie

Alan Rawlinson in the cockpit of Blake Pelly's aircraft P3822 'Pamela' (note 'P' of serial is overpainted). Taken at Benina in
early 1941. Photo Alan Rawlinson
Background
Back in 1992/3 I published an article on the types used during the early
history of 3 Sqn RAAF - the Gauntlet, Gladiator, Lysander and Hurricane. As part of the policy of reworking this older material which is no
longer available as a back issue, in this issue we have greatly expanded articles on the Westland Lysander and Hawker Hurricane.
Please note that the drawings in this issue supercede the old ones in
issue 10/4. Apart from being updated with the latest available information, these benefit greatly from being able to now include profiles in
colour and more photographic material. The Gladiators and Gauntlets
not covered here will be looked at in a later issue in the future.
The members of 3 Sqn RAAF arrived in the Middle East at Suez on
Aug 23 1940. The unit moved to Helwan L.G on 23 Sep and was
equipped as a Army Co-operation unit with two flights of Gladiators and
a third flight of Lysanders (officially 6 a/c per flight). At this time four
pilots with ground crews were detached to 208 Sqn RAF to train on
ground attack ops with old (very old!) Gauntlet a/c.
The British offensive under Wavell in Nov 1940 made great progress
and 3 Sqn had moved forward to Martuba by 25 January where they
started to convert to Hurricanes one flight at a time. By 11 February 3
Sqn was at Benina and being fully re-equipped with Hurricanes was
reorganised as a Fighter Sqn (with 2 operational flights). The unit was
at Benina until the 8th Army retreat to Egypt before the onslaught from
Rommel's Afrika Korp in April l94l. In May 1941 the unit moved to Lydda in Palestine to re-equip with P-40 Tomahawk a/c but that period is
outside the scope of this article.
1. Hurricane (serial unk) shown in the workshops at Benina. Note the
additional camouflage on nose, wing leading edges and Spinner.
Photo J.Hamilton
2. Hurricane (serial unk) seen from the top of the tower at Benghazi.
Shows how the additional camouflage wraps around onto the top of
the wing leading edges. Photo H.Clare
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3 Sqn Hurricane (unk serial) reportedly taken at Benina in early 1941. Photo Ken Watts via Dick Hourigan
Colours
Previous articles and drawings have insisted in conveying the idea that
all the aircraft from this period were painted in the Desert scheme of
Dark Earth and Midstone uppersurfaces and used 'CV' Sqn codes. This
was not so. Code letters were not applied to the Sqn's a/c prior to the
Hurricanes (some Gladiators did still carry their old NW codes from
their previous service with 33 Sqn) and when codes were applied to the
Hurricanes the code allocated was '0S' not 'CV' !! It is known that quite
a few Sqns in the Middle East changed their code letters at one stage,
probably for security purposes (witness the use of 'DJ' by 450 Sqn in
their earlier days) and this is an area little explored by Historians to
date.
All the Hurricanes used by 3 Sqn were fairly early production a/c with
the small pointed De Havilland spinner. Early deliveries were in the
Temperate scheme, the upper surface colours being the standard Dark
Green/ Dark Earth used by this type at the time in the U.K. These aircraft seem to have used the usual Sky undersurfaces. A few are known
to have had the unique Middle East scheme where the camouflage was
supplemented by additional camouflage applied to the nose, spinner
and leading edges of the wings in order to break up the outline when
seen head on. See later for further discussion of these additional colours.

One of the intriguing aspects about the early Hurricanes used in the
Middle East has always been the additional camouflage on the nose
and wing leading edges of many airframes where the Blue sweeps from
the wingroot up over the nose with Brown and/or Green mottling to
break up the outline when viewed from head on. The Blue also is carried back over the wing leading edges to a distance of roughly 12-18"
with the mottle both above and below the wing.
Originally 30+ years ago it was thought that this was a peculiarity restricted to just a few individual airframes. However I have now seen 60+
photos of these aircraft in the service of all the Med Based Hurricane
units in 1941 (3 RAAF, 33, 73, 274, 208, 451 Sqns etc) in N.Africa and
even some that were sent to the ill fated RAF Expedition to Greece.
80-90% of them share a common pattern with the light colour sweeping
up over the nose (as per 1 on the attached drawing), the spinner and
wing leading edges the same colour (as per 3), and the colour taking a
peculiar upward kink forward of the wing root (as per 2). Due to the
uniformity of this pattern, there must have been some local instruction
ordering it's use but no one seems to have located it yet.

Other machines were in the Desert scheme of Dark Earth and Midstone (with the later being noticeably lighter on some machines, almost
a light Sand colour). This Sand colour is noticeably much lighter than
the later Midstone colour in photos and was probably mixed locally from
Dark Earth and White (the FS no.is anybody's guess)! All of the known
aircraft in the Desert scheme have the additional camouflage as per
above.
Serials were in Black on the rear fuselage (per standard practice).
Code letters where known to have been carried during this period were
in the standard style of the time in Med Sea Grey, the unit code however being 'OS' as discussed above. Roundels appear to have been a
fairly standard mix of 35" type Al on the fuselage, 49" type B upperwing
and 50" type A underwing. All of these machines show a fair amount of
weathering, fading and staining of the paintwork due to the conditions
that they operated under. However they are generally not as bad as the
Lysanders which were probably considerably older airframes.
The Additional Nose Camouflage

Drawing showing jow the additional Sky Blue colour sweeps
up over the nose and the kink forward of the wing root.
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This light colour appears to be Sky Blue in most cases. It is not the undersurface Sky paint as the demarcation line between the two can be
clearly seen in many photos. There are a small number of cases where
the colour appears to be darker than Sky Blue and is possibly a light
Stone colour as was postulated by some sources many years ago. It
should be noted that these are very much in the minority with most instances using Sky Blue.

The mottling that is added to break up the outline varies between airframes (every one is different), and can be in either Green or Brown
(with a combination of both sometimes being shown) and can vary from
a light mottle effect as per Blake Pelly's P3822 applied with a spray
gun, to a much cruder application obviously applied by brush per the
heading photo on this page. Study the photos carefully of your subject if
you ever intend to build a model of one of these machines.

Hurricane Mk.I(Trop), V7772, F/Lt A.Rawlinson, Amiriya, 18 February 1941
Temperate camouflage of Dark Green/ Dark Earth uppersurfaces with Sky lowersurfaces. Spinner and serials in Black. This is a typical example of
the standard Temperate scheme without any modifications. BTW all the Hurricanes used by 3 RAAF have the actual aerial wire stretching from the
mast to the fin. The TR9 radios that did not require the external wire had obviously not reached the Med at this stage.

This is probably one of the most well known of the 3 Sqn examples as the photo appears in many sources. A completely standard Temperate scheme with no additional camouflage or Sqn
codes. Incidentally it is the only one I have ever seen that is like
this from 3 Sqn, so it is possibly unique for that reason.

Photo A.Rawlinson

Hurricane Mk.I(Trop), P3967, 'OS-B', F/Lt J.Perrin, Benina, Feb or Mar 1941.
Temperate camouflage of Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky lower surfaces. Spinner and serials in Black with Med Sea Grey
code letters. Note the area of repainting of the Sky Blue areas on the nose as per notes below and the old style fin flashes. Paintwork is very
patchy with areas that are starting to lift off on the fuel tank cover showing bare metal (possibly a replacement part).

At first glance this is the standard Temperate camouflage of Dark
Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky lower surfaces.
However a close perusal of the scan shows that this airframe has
originally had the Sky Blue areas added to the nose for the additional camouflage. The upper and sides of the nose have had it
painted out with fresh dark paint which I assume is one of the
upper surface colours (I have used Dark Earth on my drawing as
that is the predominant colour in that area). Sky Blue is however
still discernable on the lower part of the Trop air intake.

Photo J.Hamilton
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Hurricane Mk.I(Trop), P3822, F/Lt Blake Pelly, Benina, 26 February 1941.
Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Sky below. Note how the Sky Blue is swept up over the nose and wing leading edges and is lightly
mottled with Brown on these and the spinner. Name Pamela (seen on the nose in some photos) and serials are in Black. Note that the P in the serial is overpainted by the camouflage.
This is the best photographed of the 3 Sqn examples that I have. It
is a typical example of the Desert Scheme of Dark Earth and Midstone with the additional camouflage on the nose and wings. The
under surfaces are not Azure Blue which was not used till a lot later
but appear to be Sky. This probably indicates a simple repaint of
the Dark Green of the Temperate scheme with Midstone.
There is one unusual aspect - the area of Sky Blue on the nose
has been modified so that it has a soft sprayed edge, much higher
than usual with these schemes (see photo above of Alan Rawlinson
in the cockpit). The Overspray on the Blue also appears to have
been lightly applied with a spray gun, rather than by brush.

The first 2 photos are from Alan Rawlinson & show him in the cockpit of P3822. On photos 1 & 3 and the heading photo on page
19 which was taken at the same time, the name 'Pamela' does not seem to be below the exhaust stacks and the paint work is in
much better condition than in the close up of him in the cockpit above. The remaining two photos are official ones dated 26/2/41.
The photo inside the hangar and the second of Alan's photos show clearly the demarcation between the Sky lower surfaces and
the Sky Blue strip along each wing on the underneath. The last photo appears to show 'Pamela' as the machine in the foreground
nearest the camera.
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Hurricane Mk.I(Trop), P3765, 0S-J, S/Ldr P.Jeffrey, Benina,Feb or Mar 1941.
Temperate camouflage of Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Sky lower surfaces. Nose and Spinner have the additional Sky Blue colour
with Brown overspray as per above. Serials in Black with Med Sea Grey 'OS-J' code letters.
This photograph of P3765 showing Peter Jeffrey beside his machine was once again taken at Benina by Alan Rawlinson. It is
hard to tell due to Ortho type film being used but it appears to be
a Temperate scheme with the additional Sky Blue & Brown
'Spaghetti' camouflage on the nose.
On this type of film, this scheme always look to have a much
higher contrast than on traditional Panochromatic film. I don't
think it is a Desert scheme which is the other possibility. The mottle on the nose is a soft spray again but noticeably heavier than
on P3822.

Photo A.Rawlinson

Hurricane Mk.I(Trop), P3818, Tom Trimble, Benina, Feb or Mar 1941.
Colour scheme is virtually identical to P3822 on Page 22 except for the denser Green/ Brown overspray on the Sky Blue areas.

This photograph of Tom Trimble's P3818 show it in a scheme
that is remarkably similar to Blake Pelly's P3822. Even the first
letter of the serial is overpainted the same.
The main differences are that the demarcation to the Sky Blue on
the nose is harder edged & the 'Spaghetti' camouflage appears to
be a closely knit overspray of small patches. The overspray also
appears to consist of two colours so I have used Green and
Brown on the profile.

Photo via Peter Malone

Acknowledgments: Thanks to Alan Rawlinson, Jack Hamilton, Harry Clare, Dick Hourigan & Peter Malone who supplied most of the photos
used in these pages. Two other photos are RAAF Official.
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7KH$YUR&DGHW,,LQ5$$)6HUYLFH
By Dick Hourigan & Steve Mackenzie

Evocative lineup of Avro Cadets probably taken at 1 FTS pre war. Photo RAAF Official
Background
Thanks to Dick Hourigan who sent me a large amount of material on the
Avro Cadet, we are able to present here the most comprehensive look at
this type that I know of in print. With the assistance of the drawings and
photos supplied by Dick, I have reworked my Cadet profile so it is more
accurate now. This material is spread over a number of pages so be sure
to follow any HTML links that you may see to ensure you don't miss anything.
With the introduction of Demons, Seagulls, Rapides and Ansons, a requirement arose in 1935 for an intermediate trainer for service between
the elementary Moths and the advanced Wapitis. Avro 621 Trainers and
Tutors, together with Avro 626 Prefects were already in service with the
RAF, and a smaller version of these aircraft known as the Avro 631 Cadet
was evaluated by the RAAF. Subsequently an improved model, the Avro
643 Cadet Mark II, was ordered and 12 aircraft were taken on strength in
1935/36, plus a further 22 aircraft in 1938/39.

Cadet formation in the standard early colours. Interesting
Question - is the lower wing camouflaged on A6-2 or not? (look
at the very front where it is in sunlight). Photo D.Hourigan

The Cadet engine was initially cowled with a Townsend ring, but this was
later removed to overcome technical difficulties (Note - I could note locate
any photos taken before the removal of these rings suitable for purposes
of doing a profile - Editor) . The aircraft was fully acrobatic and also had a
modified fuel system for prolonged periods of inverted flying. At air displays a flight of Cadets would take off tied together with light cables, carry
out a polished display, and land with the cables still in position. During the
1938 Richmond pageant a five plane team, including - Lt D. R. Chapman
(almost certainly 'Dixie' Chapman who commandered 3 and 451 Sqns at
one stage in the M.E - Editor) and Sgt G. A. Cooper, gave a memorable
performance, culminating in a perfectly-timed "Prince of Wales' Feathers".
In 1938 Cadet A6-7 received prominent publicity when it was pictured in
flight with Major (later Lord) Casey at the controls following his first solo at
Point Cook. Cadets remained with the RAAF until 1945 when many were
transferred to civil operators. (Above introduction adapted from a very old
snippet in RAAF News - Editor).
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A later photo of A6-10 than the one on Page 1. Here it has Yellow trainer bands around the fuselage and above the top and below the lower wings. Photo D.Hourigan
Modelling bits
Some points to be aware of - the Avro 643 Cadet II is not the same airframe as the Avro 621 Tutor. It is about 20% smaller overall with some
different structural details and with a 7 cylinder engine instead of the 9
cyl radial used on the Tutor. Thus you cannot model these machines by
simply using a Tutor kit (from memory Aeroclub made one). It is also 6"
longer in the nose compared to the similar Avro 631 Cadet.
On Page 26 is a drawing that Dick prepared in 1/72 scale showing basic shapes complete with cross sections. Be aware that this may no
longer be to correct 1/72 scale if you print it, so it may need redimensioning on a photo copier.
Specifications - Avro 643 Cadet Mk.II
ENGINE
Armstrong Siddeley Genet Major 1A radial piston engine, of 150 hp.
DIMENSIONS:
Span: 30 ft 2 in / 9.19 m.
Length: 25 ft 3 in / 7.65 m.
Height: 8 ft 10 in / 2.69 m.
PERFORMANCE:
Max. Speed: 101 kts / 187 kph
Cruising Speed: 87 kts / 161 kph
Initial Climb: 700 ft / 213 m. per min.
Service Ceiling: 12,000 ft / 3658 m.
Range: 282 n.m. / 523 km
WEIGHTS:
Empty Weight: 1,285 lb / 583 kg
Loaded: 2,000 lb / 907 kg
RAAF Service: 1939-1945

Wheel at rightt shows the steel tube inside the
under carriage fairings for those interested.
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Basically the same scheme as the photos on page 24 but
without the strange lower wing and a blind flying hood in
place. Photo S.Mackenzie coll
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Colours
The RAAF Avro Cadets operated for most of their lives in a scheme of
overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black with the wheel fairings being
Silver doped. Fuselage roundels were initially 18" Type 'A' while Wing
roundels (above upper and below lower wings) were 24" Type 'A'. Serials were the standard 8" Black (note they came in several different
styles) and could be aligned differently between different airframes (take
note of the photos and drawings).

36" Trainer Yellow bands applied around the fuselage and above the top
and below the lower wings. Full details of the standard scheme at this
point may be seen on this <a href='Dick Drawing.bmp'> drawing</A>
that Dick prepared in 1/48th scale for the repainting of VH-PRT at one
stage (see walk around page 1). At some stage Cadets also gained under wing serials in Black in some cases. Also Cadets for some reason
do not wear tail stripes on their Silver doped schemes nor do any appear to be painted in the overall Yellow trainer scheme that they should
have worn after 1939/40.

There are of course some anomalies to the above. One photo shows
machines with 'B' type fuselage roundels as used by the RAF in 1938/9.
Although Pentland does not mention these, the RAAF probably fell into
line with the RAF for a short period. Similarly another photo shows an
aircraft with 'C' type fuselage roundels. Finally some machines did serve
with training units (EFTS etc) other than 1 FTS/CFS during the war, and
Ryan Hamilton turned up a photo of one such aircraft (A6-8) in the Foliage Green upper surfaces/ Sky Blue lower scheme that is known to
have been used by some Wacketts. Unfortunately there appear to be
With the change in training schemes at the start of 1942, Cadets had virtually no other photos of Cadets during the years 1943-45.

Most Cadets seem to have spent their service life at initially 1 FTS
Point Cook and later CFS (Central Flying School). As such they were
gained the unit code 'Y' (applied in Black below the rear cockpit) under
the single letter unit code system introduced in 1939. They also had the
last 2 (or one as may be) digits of the serial applied in Black below the
forward cockpit (initially in a squarish style 24" high, later changed to a
more rounded style 18" high).

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-20, 1 FTS, 1936-37.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black as were the wheel hubs with
the wheel fairings being Silver doped. Fuselage roundels are 18" Type
'A' while Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are 24"
Type 'A'. Serials were the standard 8" Black type. No under wing serials
and blind flying hood fitted (and in use) in the photo.

Very standard example of the original colour scheme as used at 1 FTS.

Photo D.Hourigan.

Two more photos of the initial plain Silver Doped scheme.
Photos Dick Hourigan
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The Citizen's Air Force (CAF) Sqns usually had at least one example of various training types attached pre WWII. This example is shown on
page 56 of 'Demon to Vampire' - the History of 21 (City of Melbourne) Squadron.

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-27, 21 (City of Melbourne) Sqn CAF, 1938-39.
Identical color scheme to A6-20 (previous page). Note however that the
serial is in a completely different style to that of A6-20.

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-7, 1 FTS, 1938-39.
Basically identical color scheme to A6-20 above apart from the individual
no.7 in Black below the front cockpit. Note also that the wheel hubs are
Silver Doped on this example.

Moving along a couple of years from A6-20 above, this airframe has the
last digit of the serial added below the cockpit in Black 24" digit and
larger 24" fuselage roundels, making 24" in all six positions.

Photo D.Hourigan.

The 1st photo here of A6-9 shows the airframe after it had collided
in Mid-air with a DH-60 Gypsy Moth at Point Cook in 1937. Unsurprisingly it was written off after this incident. Photos D.Hourigan.
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Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-27, 25 (City of Perth) Sqn CAF, Pearce 1939.
Well this is the one that started this Cadet business. Note that these
drawings completely supercede those that were in issue 16/2 last year
which Mick seems to have based on an Avro 621 Tutor drawing. Colour
scheme is identical to A6-20 on Page 27 except for the serial being
aligned differently so that it is level in in-flight attitude.

Two photographs of A6-19 belonging to 25 (City of Perth) Sqn CAF. Taken at Pearce in 1939. Wonderful idea for a diorama,
the canvas covered hangar should not be difficult to construct. Photos D.Hourigan.

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-26, 1 FTS, 1938-40.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black as were the wheel hubs with
the wheel fairings being Silver doped. Fuselage roundels are 18" Type
'B' while Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are 24"
Type 'A'. Serials were the standard 8" Black type. The last 2 digits of
the serial (18" high) and the 'Y' code are also Black.
This is the example where the aircraft are wearing Red/Blue 'B' type
roundels. The date is uncertain but probably in the 1938/40 period
which is when the RAF used such. The RAAF probably briefly fell into
line with their British mentors.

Photo D.Hourigan.
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Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-26, 1 FTS, 1941.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black as were the wheel hubs with
the wheel fairings being Silver doped. Fuselage roundels are 18" Type
'C' while Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are 24"
Type 'A'. Serials were the standard 8" Black type. No under wing serials
carried.
Another airframe with non standard (at least as far as RAAF instructions go) fuselage roundel. Once again the date is uncertain but the
lack of Yellow trainer bands indicate pre 1942. Probably 1941 when 'C'
roundels came into use in the U.K.

Photo D.Hourigan.

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-13, CFS, circa 1942.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black as were the wheel hubs with
the wheel fairings being Silver doped. Fuselage roundels are 18" Type 'A'
while Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are 24" Type
'A'. Serials were the standard 8" Black type (but note shape of '3' - not
the normal font). Yellow trainer bands are 36", completely encircling the
fuselage and centered mid span between the root fairings and wing tips
above upper and below lower wings. See Dick's drawing of the scheme
which is on Page 31.

The first of the examples with Yellow training bands around the
fuselage and above the top wing and below the lower wings.
Otherwise very plain scheme of Silver dope plus serial in Black
only. By this time period, I think these machines had been
passed onto CFS. . Photo D.Hourigan.
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Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-13, CFS, circa 1942-5.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black as are the wheel hubs with
the wheel fairings being Silver doped. Fuselage roundels are 24" Type 'A'
while Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are the same.
Serials are the standard Black 8". Yellow trainer bands are 36" as per
P.31.
Now we are getting there. An example with the full set of unit ('Y') and I.
D codes ('11') complete with Yellow training bands. The fuselage roundels appear to be the larger 24" type here.

Photo D.Hourigan.

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-21, CFS, 1942-45.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Gloss Black while the wheel hubs and the
wheel fairings are Silver doped. Fuselage roundels are 24" Type 'A' while
Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are also 24" Type
'A'. Serials were the standard 8" Black type. The last 2 digits of the serial
(18" high) and the 'Y' code are also Black. Yellow training bands carried.

This is the example where the aircraft are wearing Yellow training bands plus the smaller style of 'last 2' digits below the cockpit. Note that the styles of the digit '2' below the cockpit and in the serial are different. Photos D.Hourigan.
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This is the real rarity, a Cadet in camouflage. The photo in Wingspan International issue #16 Page 65 appears to show a machine in the
scheme of Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces that is known to have been used by some Wacketts. Has Dark Blue/
White roundels in six positions plus fin flashes. Thanks to Ryan for lending me the issue. Some Cadets operated with EFTS schools and this
is no doubt one of them.

Avro 643 Cadet II, A6-26, unk EFTS, 1942-5.
Overall Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Wing and centre line struts
plus the wheel fairings are a dark colour and I have assumed they were painted Gloss Black
here. Fuselage and Wing roundels (above upper and below lower wings) are 24" Dark Blue/
White type. Serials are 8" in Medium Sea Grey. Under wing serials are carried in Black (not
shown on the drawing as they virtually disappear side on).

Avro 643 Cadet II, VH-AHW, civil register, 1947-61.
Overall Silver Dope with unpainted Aluminium nose cowlings. Wing and
centre line struts were painted Silver Dope as were the wheel hubs and
the wheel fairings. Registration VH-AHW on fuselage and below port
wing is Black. The twin fuselage bands and stripe around the cowling appear to be different to the colour of the rego and I have assumed Red
here. If anyone has definite info on the colours of these stripes please let
me know at the editorial address.

This machine was originally A6-27 and served with CFS during WWII. Registered VH-AHW from 24/02/47 to 12/07/61.
Photo S.Mackenzie coll.

I have also drawn a couple of post war Civil airframes. This picture
shows Keith Hearne, one of the famous Hearne Bros who ran Hearnes
Hobbies in Melbourne, which held the same position of an institution in
Melbourne modelling circles that Hobbyco did in Sydney before it became a glorified toyshop (Hobbyco that is).

Two photos of the same a/c A6-13. Shows it in two different marking styles for the '13' below the cockpit sill. Photos D.Hourigan
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Avro 643 Cadet II, VH-BJB, civil register, 1948-61.
Overall Silver Dope (even the nose cowlings appear the same). Wing
and centre line struts were painted Silver Dope as were the wheel hubs
and the wheel fairings. Registration VH-BJB on fuselage and below port
wing is Black. The canopy was from a Wackett, however the small fairing
at the rear is original (being clear perspex unlike the larger solid fairing of
the Wackett) and the front windscreen also appears to be an original design. In addition the exhaust pipe was extended way back below the belly
of the machine as drawn.

This photo is reproduced from IPMS Australia Modelcraft
1/1977 where they asked if anyone could identify it as it had
them stumped. I also found a starboard side view of the aircraft on the net which showed the details well which cannot
be reproduced here.

This one is so weird that I could not resist it. Originally serialled A6-34,
this aircraft was registered VH-BJB on the civil register from 10/12/48 to
28/11/61. In addition to being fitted with the canopy from a Wackett, it
also has an extended exhaust pipe which goes right back underneath the
fuselage.

Also in this issue are two walkarounds supplied by Dick Hourigan of
preserved Cadets which give very good detail shots:
1) VH-PRT (A6-32) as displayed in the museum at Wangaratta in
1995.
2) VH-PRU (A6-25) as photographed in 1995. This machine was purchased by Kermit Weeks in 2001, and now resides in the 'Fantasy of
Flight' Museum in the USA.
Also of assistance for those modelling the Cadet II, don't forget Dick's
two pages of drawings referred on previous pages, one for 1/72 scale
drawings with cross sections and the other for complete colour
scheme details including FS numbers.
Acknowledgments: Thanks to Dick Hourigan for supplying most of
the photos and drawings used for this look at the Avro Cadet II. Also
Ryan Hamilton who supplied the camouflaged scheme. Some other
photos are RAAF Official.

Three final photos that did not fit into the main layout . Photos Dick Hourigan
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:

Wreck of a III.Gruppe/ZG26 Me110 that was found at Gambut
Airdrome. This one is very common in the photo albums of N.
African veterans as everyone got photographed next to it.

Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

Ju-88C Night fighter of I/NJG2.

A 3 Sqn RAAF Kittyhawk Mk.I CV-J for which the serial is
unfortunately unreadable. The vertical shadow is on the
original print so cannot be avoided.

P960006 shows a RAAF staff car with what I assume is a No.1
A.A.U RAAF Bombay as it carries Ambulance markings.
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'Asproliner', a SAAF Lodestar (serial 1378) that was attached to No.1 A.A.U RAAF. A blow up of the nose art
shows that it was a winged pill bottle with the name above it.

Be2s and a DH2 in the M.East.

2 Hurricane Iib /Trops – KC-C from 238 Sqn and NH-R showing the little photographed codes of 274 Sqn

Me-109E Yellow 9 of I/JG27 and Spit.V of 145 Sqn

Closeup of the the
name
carried on
‘Asproliner’
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HMS Glory 1947
On this page are a group of photos that I came into possession of
many years ago showing Firefly FR Mk.Is and Seafire Mk.XVs from
HMS Glory, a unit of the British Pacific Fleet during a visit to Australian waters in Jun 1947, prior to their return to the U.K in Oct 1947.
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Although these are not connected with the RAAF material that we normally concentrate upon, they do have an Australian connection being
taken in our part of the world. I'm sure someone will find them useful
or interesting.

The 200 series coded Fireflies are from 837 Sqn. The insignia forward of the cockpit is a Chinese Dragon which was the central motif from the Sqn badge, indicating their service based in Hong Kong in 1946
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The 100 series coded Seafires are from 806 Sqn. They seem to be carrying some sort of insignia on the fuselage below the
windscreen. The Sqn badge consisted of a mailed fist holding a lightning bolt which does not look like whatever the insignia
carried is.
Interesting to note that the two different aircraft types are carrying completely different style of roundels. So much for standardisation or the concept that such things always correspond exactly to whatever the latest instruction might say.

By Steve Mackenzie
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6TQ.RUHDQ:DU2GGLWLHV

By Dick Hourigan
Introduction
After my mention of the oddities that had served with 77 Sqn in Korea in issue 16/4, Dick Hourigan was kind enough to send me some
photos of the aircraft involved. 77 Sqn is known to have operated one
each Auster, Wirraway and C-47 (no doubt used for liason, training
and transport purposes respectively).
Originally they inherited these aircraft when 81 Wing in Japan was
disbanded due to the run down in Australian Occupation Forces in
Oct 1948 (apart from the Auster that was received ex RAF in 1949).
Officially they were all transferred to the new 91 Wing in Nov 1950
but were probably actually operated still on their behalf by 77 Sqn.
See individual aircraft notes for greater details.

Wirraway A20-750
The first 3 photos here show the airframe in what appears to be an
all over Yellow training scheme. The use of Blue/ White roundels
means these photos are probably taken no later than 1947/early
1948. The 4th photo (next page) shows A20-750 in the standard
markings used from the late 1940s - Overall Silver doped, with Black
anti glare panel and 'D' type roundels in all six positions.
The aircraft was officially transferred to 91 Wing on 3/11/1950 but
appears to have still been operated on the strength of 77 Sqn until
20/8/1951 when approval was given for conversion to components
(not actually done prior to Mar 1953 at least) due to manpower shortage at 491 (M) Squadron.
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Dakota A65-121
Two photos of A65-121 the personal transport operated by 77 Sqn. Standard transport scheme for the time of White uppers and Aluminum
lower surfaces. Went to 91 Wing on 3/11/1950 and almost immediately to 86 Wing (the main RAAF Transport organisation) on 10/11. There is
nothing unusual about Aussie Fighter Sqns having their own transports. Both Caribous and Nomads have filled that role in the last 20 years.

Auster A11-60
This Lycoming engined Auster Mk.V was received from the RAF on 28/1/1949. The first photo (on page 41) probably shows it shortly afterwards as it still carries 'C' type roundels which would be a carry over from it's RAF days (RAAF machines used 'D' type at this stage). In the
other two photos it has been remarked in standard RAAF style, very simple markings - overall Silver doped with Black serials.
As with the others it officially went to 91 Wing on 3/11/1950 but appears to have been still operated on their behalf by 77 Sqn. It eventually
crashed (reportedly while on a Navex killing one of the crew) in Mar 1952 and was converted to components.

Due to a lack of time I have not created profiles for these machines at this stage. Dick however sent me a total of 10 photos of the Dakota
A65-121 throughout it's career and profiles will be done when we run an article on it's schemes soon. Similarly when I get a profile for the Wirraway, we can draw the 77 Sqn scheme later.
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By Mick Mirkovic

A-36A, 311th Fighter Bomb Group USAAF, '1'. 42-84159, Myitkyina, Burma, August 1944.
The 311th also flew P-51As together with the A-36As. Uppersurface - Olive Drab 41 (Badly weathered rear fuselage). Undersurface - Neutral Gray 43. Serial No -Black. Code No - White. Spinner Yellow with Light Blue backplate. National Insignia - Blue/ White Stars & Bars in 4 Positions.

A-36A, 42-83901, ‘A-A’, ‘Dorothy Helen’, 524th Sdn, 27th Fighter Bomber Group, USAAF, Gela, Sicily, August 1943.
Pilot: Lt.J.P.'Jeep' Crowder. ‘Jeep’ Crowder scored 2 kills with the 33rd F.G, flying P-40Fs and transferred to the 27th F.B.
G. and flew this A/C which was named after his wife. Scheme as above except serial, name and 18" wing bands - Yellow
(serial is stencilled). Spinner - Red. National Insignia - Yellow/ Blue / White roundel & stars (6 positions). Bombs - Olive
Drab 41 with Yellow nose and 2 Yellow stripes.
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Port side of nose of 42-83901 showing nick
name, also this A/C could have the US flag on
the tail but photo didn’t show it (the tail that
is).

Views of the upper and lower wings showing position of the national insignia and the Yellow wing I.D bands for the 27 FBG
airframe on the previous page.
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Article by Mick Mirkovic. Drawings Li Choo from originals by Mick Mirkovic
Note : A/C in 2,3,4 have their nose guns deleted.

A-36A, HK944 (42-84019), ‘C’ , 1437 Strategic Reconnaissance Flight, RAF, Foggia, Italy, Nov 1943.
1437 S.R.Flt received 6 A-36As from the USAAF and used them from July 1943 until October 1944, when
the unit disbanded. 4 of these A/C where eventually given RAF serial numbers. Scheme as before except:
Serial No - Black. Code Letter - White. Gas Detection Panels - Mustard Yellow. National Insignia: Type ‘C’
fin flash and underwing roundels. Type ‘C1’ fuselage roundels. Type ‘B’ upperwing roundels. Also note
where the USAAF Insignia and Serial No have been overpainted with RAF Dark Green. Spinner is Red.

A-36A, 42-84016, ’D’, 1437 S.R.F, RAF, Foggia, Italy, Dec 1943.
Scheme as HK944 except Serial No is Yellow (stencilled).
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By Dick Hourigan & Steve Mackenzie
The following photos of VH-PRT were taken by Dick Hourigan at Wangaratta in 1996. This machine shown in it's civil scheme as VH-PRT was
originally coded A6-32 with the RAAF.
The aircraft is fairly faithful to it's original RAAF configuration apart from the points noted below. The colour scheme however is very different
from the RAAF machines which were normally Silver doped overall (with Yellow trainer bands where applicable), with polished metal engine
panels and all struts in Gloss Black.

Overall photos of the airframe. Note the civil scheme of White with Red regos underneath the wing.

Above and on the next page are closeups of the wing and fuselage struttery. Keep in mind that on the Silver doped RAAF schemes these were
painted Black, not left in natural wood like this.
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More struttery detail photos

Cockpit Details - note that the front cockpit and windscreen have been
greatly modified here from the original configuration. The cockpit opening
is much bigger (I assume to allow easier access), it should be identical
basically to the rear one.
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More struttery detail photos

The undercarraige struts - notice that these are round metal tube material, without the airfoil shaped wooden fairings (usually painted the same
colour as the fuselage) that covered them on RAAF examples. Airframes
on the post war civil registry seem to have normally used this type of
struts according to the few photos that I located of them (first 5 photos).
Lower The rear end - Once again the tail plane struts are steel tube without the wooden fairings of the originals. Obviously several fairings etc are
missing at the stage these photos were taken.
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One more rear end shot plus three detail photos of the 7 Cyl A.S Genet radial engine plus it's associated exhaust collector system and propellor.
Photos by Dick Hourigan, Text and page layout by Steve Mackenzie

$YUR&DGHW'HWDLO3KRWRV²9+358 H[$
By Dick Hourigan & Steve Mackenzie
The following photos of VH-PRU were taken by Dick Hourigan at Cowra in Apr 1995 for the outside shots, the Museum shots are from Nowra at
an unknown date. This machine is shown in a scheme very faithful to that which it would have carried when it was originally coded A6-25 with
the RAAF apart from the VH-PRU rego on the tail.
Photos by Dick Hourigan
Text and page layout by Steve Mackenzie
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Catalogue: Refer to text.
Scales: 1/144 & 1/72 & 1/48

As with previous Hawkeye F-111 releases, this set also contains "De
Icing Boot Strips" for the leading edge of the wing, which are very
handy.

AAF-77 RAAF 737 - BBJ
1/144 - Revell/Minicraft

Contents and Media: Instruction sheet, colour and white decal
sheets.
Price: A$8.00 - $16.00.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: F/A-18 & F-111 Anniversary schemes are current subjects with comprehensive research into the decals, evident by the detail and data. The RAAF - BBJ.
Disadvantages:
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in Australian Defence Force aircraft.

One of the most recent additions to the current RAAF fleet is the 737BBJ, and would have to be one of the most attractive schemes. The
BBJ replaces the Falcon 900 in the long-haul VIP flights, with only two
737-BBJ being leased (along with the Bombardier Challenger) on a 10
term. The scheme is similar to that of the Falcon 900, white and gray
with a blue cheat line, and is unique with its large winglets.
To build the RAAF 737-BBJ you will need the Revell or Minicraft 737
kits. For the recently released Revel 737-800 (with winglets), the
Hawkeye plans give you the necessary drawing to cut the fuselage to
the required length. For those who buy the Minicraft 737-300 (short fuselage) Hawkeye supply a set of winglet to modify into the BBJ.
For further references to this scheme see www.airliners.net (and also
Ryan's article in issue 17/2 of 'IN miniature' - Editor)

AAF-88 RAAF F/A-18 HORNET 75 SQN. "Lame Duck"

AAF-66 Bushranger Iroquois SVN

1/48 – Hasegawa/Revell-Monogram/Italeri
1/72 – Hasegawa/Fujimi/Italeri

1/48 – Italeri, ( and Monogram)
1/72 – Hasegawa

Decals consist of three sheets with the following -

This decal sheet has been available from Hawkeye Models for some
time, and is still worth a mention. The decals depicted a RAAF Iroquois
gunship "Bushranger" from the Vietnam War. The airframe is all over
olive green, fin flash, RAAF title and kangaroo on the side of the fuselage. The squadron badge on the cockpit doors are also included.

•
•
•

Colour sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, sunset decal.
Both Low-Vis Grey and Red, White, Blue roundels supplied.
White decals for the roundels to ensure clarity.

This aircraft is the standard 75 Squadron colour schemes, with 'ZAP'
markings applied to the spine of the Hornet. The story starts with 75
Squadron being deployed to the Persian Gulf for Operation Falconer.
75 Squadron had 14 aircraft, but only 11 were deployable, so they
swapped three aircraft with 77 and 3 Sqns. These 'loaner' aircraft had
75 Squadron markings applied to them once arriving in the Gulf, which
77 and 3 squadron took offence too, based on that they were only
"loaners". So the three Hornets left in Australia (Williamstown) had a
"Lame Duck" cartoon applied to the spine where the 75 Sqn Magpie
usually is applied. Good to see that the art of "Zapping" aircraft is alive
a well today.
Serial and roundels are supplied for all three aircraft.
Editor- The above is not entirely correct, Ryan seems to have mixed
up the facts a bit. From the info that Ken Bowes posted on Hyperscale,
there were 8 aircraft deployed from 75 Sqn plus 3 each from 3 and 77
Sqns. There was only the one aircraft A21-20 that was zapped by 75
Sqn in Qatar, the Magpie replacing the 'Grumpy Monkey' on the aircraft spine. Thus only 77 Sqn felt compelled to 'amend' the markings
on the 3 aircraft that they had received from 75 Sqn to replace those
deployed to the Gulf. 3 Sqn was not involved in this exercise at all.

These decals are also a good resource for those who wish to build a
UH-1D/H 'Slick' or "B models" Iroquois from the same period.

Other Hawkeye releases
Other decals sets not reviewed, but worth a mention are the new
"ARDU" and "UN" ADF Helicopters, 2 FTS and 79Sqn Macchi's, VIP
Dassault Falcon 20, and BAC1-11. The next set of releases will include decals and update sets for the 1/48 RAN Seahawk.

All decals are available from Hawkeye Models Australia:
Steve Evans - sgevans@bigpond.com
Many thanks to Model Alliance (Hawkeye Models) for the review copies!

Review by Ryan Hamilton

AAF-79 (B)RAAF F-111C 1 SQN. 30th Anniversary
1973-2003
1/48 - Academy
1/72 - Hasegawa
In 2003, the RAAF celebrated 30 years of F- 111 operations, and to
mark the occasion an F-111C had its tail decorated with an Australian
Flag. The aircraft is overall Gunship Grey with black serial, data and
national markings. The Gunship Grey applied to Australian F-111s has
a tendency to weather very quickly, so it appears several shades light.
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Red Roo Publications
Review by Steve Mackenzie
Many people would be aware that Gary Byk publishes an expanding
series of publications under the Red Roo imprint. These books are
printed in small batches on a Laser printer, giving the advantage of being able to be updated frequently between printings to enable him to
take advantage of the latest info that becomes available, while giving
very good reproduction quality.
In exchange for some HTML work that I did for Gary on one of his latest projects (all will revealed in due course when the official announcement is made), a set of the books was received for review purposes
(more books will be reviewed in the next issue). I have taken a look at
publications 1-3 in the series in the issue.
Red Roo Book #1 - The Modeller's Guide to the RAAF Mirage IIIO/
D
By Gary Byk (Author) and Peter Malone (Technical Editor)
Well this book just about has it all. From a technical breakdown
(including many detail photos and manual excerts), to Mirage colour
scheme and marking details, a modelling guide to Aussie Mirage variants (quite detailed including the use of Resin detailing sets) and an
extensive Mirage gallery. There is a total of 112 pages in all.
Only disadvantage is that being the first in the series, there is limited
use of colour plus some of the line drawings for colour schemes do not
reproduce that well due to being reproduced much smaller than their
original use in Modelcraft Newsletter over 30 years ago. Highly recommended, available from Red Roo (see details at end of review) and a
few specialist retailers. Price A$xxxx
Red Roo Book #2 - The Modeller's Guide to the RAAF Mustang
By Gary Byk (Author) and Peter Malone (Technical Editor)
The largest of the Red Roo series with a total of 178 pages in all. Very
similar in content to book #1 with a technical breakdown (including
many detail photos and manual excerts), Mustang colour scheme and
marking details, a modelling guide to Aussie Mustangs (again quite detailed) and an extensive Mustang gallery. There is a lot of very good
material (many photos etc) on the use of Mustangs in Japan post war
and Korea.

Better use of colour is made in this release than #1 with quite a few
walkaround detail photos. Biggest disadvantage is that there is only a
limited coverage of the Mustangs used by 3 & 450 Sqns RAAF in
Europe (the material published by us here in 'IN miniature' has been
much more detailed on this front). Highly recommended, available
from Red Roo (see details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A$xxxx
Red Roo Book #3 - Understanding RAAF Aircraft Colours
By Peter Malone and Gary Byk (Authors)
Although a much smaller book at a total of 56 pages in all, this is possibly one of the most useful to modellers. It covers the concept of different colours, RAAF colour schemes and markings, the actual RAAF
colours used (with a list of all of them and how they compare to the
well known BS381 & FS595 colour standards). There are also 4 colour
chips of the most common colours used.
While one may have wished for a full set of colour chips, that would
dramatically increase the cost and still not guarantee that what you get
is correct due to the problem of quality control of the printing process.
The only colour photos are six photos of currently preserved airframes.
Anyone who has this volume is advised to read it carefully, especially
noting the pages on the difficulties of correctly interpreting B&W photos. I would suggest that what we have here is a much more open
minded interpretation than that given by Pentland who tends to be very
pendantic in his interpretations (which in many cases are patently incorrect). Highly recommended, available from Red Roo (see details at
end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A$xxxx
Highly recommended.
All these books are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

Reviews by Steve Mackenzie
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Reviews by Steve Mackenzie
Scales: 1/48
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - one 4 view colour C&M instructions plus one B&W sheet of instructions for usage (very well
done), plus one decal sheet.
Price: A$8.90 .
Review Type: First Look.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Good instructions.
Disadvantages: Incorrect style of upper wing roundels - see notes.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
Spitfire Mk.IX and Mk.XIV and enhancement of models of these subjects.

RRD4819 - 453 Sqn, Spitfire Mk.IXc, FU-K, MK260,
May 1945

RRD4821 - 451 Sqn, Spitfire Mk.XIVe, NI-<>
(Diamond), NH919, Germany 1945
Same comments as RRD4820 above.

This is for a Mk.IXc as flown at the end of the war (would go well with
the ICM kit). There is an error in that the upper wing roundels given are
of type 'B', whereas Fighter Command in the UK which they came under had used the 'C' type on wing upper surfaces since Jan 1945.

RRD4822 - 451 Sqn, Spitfire Mk.XIVe, NI-M , TZ142,
Germany 1945
Same comments as RRD4820 above.

RRD4820 - 453 Sqn, Spitfire Mk.XIVe, FU-D, TZ141,
Germany 1945
For a Spit XIVe (Fujimi kit, technically they were FR.XIVes but they
did not carry the cameras and the fuselage camera window ports were
normally painted over). This time we get 'C' type roundels for the upper
wings, but 2 TAF on the continent had used the 'C1' type (i.e with a
Yellow outer ring) since Jan 1945.
Off hand I don't know which organisation the units in Germany postwar came under, but photos confirm that the Spit FR.XIVes of 451 and
453 Sqns did carry the 'C1' type. Thus you will need to source replacement 'C1' roundels to use with this sheet. If you purchase both the Spit
IX and Spit XIV sets, use the 'C' roundels from the Spit.XIV on the
Spit.IX (FU-K), and use replacement 'C1' roundels on the Spit.XIV.
Other sets received but not reviewed this issue (they will be in the next
issue), but worth a mention are RRD0001 A$12.95 Plain Black Kangaroos, RRD7227 A$9.00 DC-2 Early RAAF schemes, and RRD4827 A
$5.00 Boomerang BF-M 'Miss Albany'. Gary also sent two examples of
the Gloster Decal line which is marketed by Red Roo. These were
GD002 A$12.95 1/72 Boulton Paul Defiant TTIII serial DS121 and
GD003 A$12.95 1/72 Fairey Firefly I, 827 Sqn 1950.
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All sets are available from Red Roo Models, details as per book review
Thanks to Gary Byk for the review sets.
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Reviews by Gary Green
Scales: 1/48
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets, Resin pieces
Price: as listed
Review Type: First Look.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Fit of parts is very
good.
Disadvantages: Some filing, sanding and filling maybe required to ensure perfection.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in conversion or enhancement of these subjects.

RRR48132 A$6.86 - 1/48 P-51D/K flaps (for Hasegawa
kit)

RRR48115 A$7.95 - 1/48 Spitfire Gull Wing Insert (for
Otaki/ARR/Matchbox or Revell kits

This is a well moulded item, designed to allow you to depict the Hasegawa kit with dropped flaps. Very similar to that available from Paragon.

This is a replacement insert for the under belly 'Gull Wing' portion of the
fuselage on those kits that do not have such (i.e Otaki and Revell kits).
Is very well moulded, with very fine inscribed detail.

RRR48134 A$13.72 - 1/48 Spitfire Mk.VIII Quick-Fix
Enhancement Kit

RRR48123 A$6.65 - 1/48 P-51/CAC Mustang UnCuffed
Propeller Blades
This is set of the uncuffed propeller blades of the style fitted to the P51K and locally built CAC Mk20,21,22&23 Mustangs. It consists of 4
individual blades which are well moulded but the review examples had
a very small amount of 'orange peel' which will require a bit of light

This set provides replacement rudder, tail wheel and associated fairing
doors, and cannons for enhancement of 1/48th Mk.VIII/IX kits
Note - if used on a Mk.IX kit don't forget you need to address the issue
of the Mk.VIII having short span ailerons and leading edge fuel tanks,
which the IX does not. Actually to be honest you will have to also look
at this issue with most so called Mk.VIII kits as they usually forget
these points on the original kits also - Editor
The resin parts are excellent (with one tiny bubble requiering removal
from one of the cannons), the rudder having detail as good as the P-40
Kittyhawk rudder reviewed above.

sanding to eradicate.

RRR48130 A$12.95 - 1/48 Beaufighter Hedgehog Exhausts
This is a well moulded, and different type of exhaust stack than those
available from Cutting Edge and Tasman. This is one of the parts that
is lacking and needs replacing in the Tamiya kit.

RRR48131 A$9.75 - 1/48 P-40 Kittyhawk Rudder
All these items are available from Red Roo Models:
An excellent reproduction with an in scale trailing edge. A must have to
replace the rudders in the Mauve/Edward & AMT/AmTech kits. Fits perfectly and makes the original kit parts look like a piece of plastic.

Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com

Other sets received but not reviewed this issue (next time), but worth
a mention are RRR48131 A$4.90 P-40B/C Tomahawk rudder and
RRR72112 A$8.95 Spitfire 'Front End' Accessory Pack

Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!
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1/48 Italeri SH-60 Sea Hawk

the torpedos in the Hasagawa Seaking!)
Kit Decals - A bit on the bland side. Only two options are supplied:

Kit No 2620
Scale: 1/48
Cost:$25-$35
Quick Review - First impressions:
This model has been long overdue, and will fill a gap in many people's
USN collection. A taste of what was to come, came in the form of the
Italeri Blackhawk, and the new Seahawk is very similar in quality and
price. The kit contains five sprues, four plastic, one clear, instructions
and one decals sheet.
Upon opening the box the sturdy kit the contains –
Cockpit - Very similar to the Blackhawk, decal instruments, seats and
collective are well done. The seats are simple and have the belts
moulded on them. With the decal cockpit and seat, no doubt this will
be covered by the after market producers.
Rear cabin - Three seats supplied, AEW console, sonar-buoy ejection
system. Interesting there appears to be a large amount of empty space
too. The AEW console should extend to the rear of the pilots seat, but
does not. This is easily fitted with some plastic card. Decals supplied
for the AEW console.
Rotors - Rotor Hub appears to be very well detailed, but a little on the
thin side and lacks a lot of plumbing on the automatic folding system.
Folding rotors are OK (novelty) but some may have trouble folding
them in a realistic manner as the real items fold AND turn. The natural
droop of the rotors is well done.
Fuselage - Very good detail along the side of the fuselage, recessed
panel lines, with slightly raised rivet detail, but lacks this detail on top
and bottom of the fuselage. The moulds indicate that there will be
other releases of new versions at a later date (SH-60H). The kit is
missing the aerials along the starboard side. They have improved the
exhausts by opening them up, but do not supply the rear engine fans,
so effectively, you are looking straight up into the engine bay. Again,
another opportunity for the aftermarket sets to amended. Wheel are
well done. The airframe lacks the tie down points on the main wheels
and along the fuselage. The Seahawk has the "Blackhawk" style cockpit doors with the smaller windows. This is very noticeable and many
may choose to replace them.
Weapons - Two torpedos - again appear to be too thin (replace with
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• SH-60J, JMSDF 8201, white & grey
• SH-60B, USN HSL-47 'Sabrehawks' 162329 / '68' / TY, low-viz 3-tone
grey
The USN version is three tone grey, and tail markings of "TY". It lacks
squadron badges or ship titles. I would have likes some other options
(Spanish) or a more colourful or up-to date USN scheme, maybe with
the large United States flag down the side. The Japanese Navy version
is white and grey with high-vis markings.
Conversion to a Royal Australian Navy S-70B
To build the Aussie Seahawk you will still need to replace the pylons,
revise the radar dome and other features along the bottom of the fuselage and the nose. Currently there are two conversions to be released
to convert the Seahawk into the S-70B, one by Red Roo and one by
Hawkeye Models Australia. I haven't seen the Ron's Resins detail set
and cannot comment on it, but I did see the initial parts to the Hawkeye Models Australia update sets. The conversions are very comprehensive sets, and cover both the interior and exterior modifications,
and also include decals.
Cobra Detail has also released an update set which corrects some of
the errors in the Italeri kit. This includes a new white metal rotor hub,
new resin doors, wheels and other exterior detail.
An extremely good reference source for anyone who wishes to build an
RAN version, are the four articles by Lindsay Chapman in APMA
Magazine (Issues 1992-1993). Although this covers the conversion of
a 1/48 Blackhawk into the RAN Seahawk, many of the drawings and
photo's are very useful.
Although I have highlighted many of the issues with this kit, it is very
good and well worth buying. Probably the best thing about the model is
the price. When buying it, shop around as the price can vary from $25$35, depending on where you buy it. At present, companys like Airfix
and Italeri are producing models which are focused towards the
"school boy" market. That is a model with enough detail and potential
for after-market detail for the professional modeller, while being cheap
and easily enough for the 'School Boy' skill level. The new Seahawk
has done well to service both markets.
Overall, well worth it to buy!
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Display Models Jun & Aug
2003 Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this
publication does not have all the photos comprising the
models from the Jun & Aug 2003 meetings which are on the
Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.
As most members would be aware, Mick Elst has moved to
Wagga for an indefinite period. Because of this he is longer
able to take the photos of all the models at each club meeting that he used to. Gary Wickham has volunteered to take
a selection of photos at each meeting for use on the Club's
new website at 'www.ipmsnsw.org' and on these pages.
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